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Remembering Gary Baker
     I met Gary Baker at the end of my sophomore year in 
college, just a month after he joined ACE, at the 1987 Spring 
Conference, which was held at Kings Island. Gary was 
introduced to ACE by Harry Sykes, who was regional rep here 
at the time. The three of us got along quite well and would 
end up traveling together quite often in the decades that 
followed. The three of us also became a regional rep team, 
with Gary and I being the first official assistant regional reps 
in the entire organization. Gary and I shared a similar vision 
for ACE Western Pennsylvania. We had an interest in planning 
events, making the events continually bigger and better, 
producing a regional newsletter, 
and creating more camaraderie 
among local members—and that’s 
exactly what we did.
      Coaster Con XXII, in 1989 
was held at the other end of the 
state, focused on Dorney Park in 
Allentown. Gary, Harry and I, along 
with Dave Hahner, conspired to 
plan a single-day prequel event 
at Kennywood for those who may 
be passing by or near Pittsburgh 
on their way to the convention. 
The first KennyKon was held and 
an annual tradition was born. It 
also sparked a rapid growth in the 
activity within our region. The Fun 
Times was introduced—not only 
as a first for western Pennsylvania, 
but as the first regional newsletter 
anywhere in ACE. An off-season event that was eventually 
renamed as CoasterBash! was another new annual tradition 
started around that time.
    Gary Baker was largely responsible for developing and 
planning those early events. Event planning was truly his 
forte. His good nature, friendliness and sincerity were 
always well-received by the parks he contacted, whether to 
plan events at the parks or to solicit door prizes and secure 
speakers for CoasterBash! His attention to detail was second 
to none. He was always striving to keep the events fresh by 
adding new activities and elements to keep members coming 
back for more. One elite group of members that Gary never 
forgot about was the kids. Whether it was including ERT on 
rides for all ages or having special door prizes for children, 

Gary’s thoughtfulness in this regard never went unnoticed by 
parents. Gary was always gracious and hospitable, putting 
the needs of others first and ahead of his own.
      Gary planned countless regional events, including ones at 
Idlewild, Lakemont and DelGrosso’s in addition to the many at 
Kennywood. He also served as ACE’s national events director 
for six years. In that role, he represented ACE to dozens of 
parks throughout North America and even accomplished 
things that allegedly couldn’t be done. ACE seemed to avoid 
formally visiting Playland in Rye, New York, because “they” 
said that the park would never allow adult ACE members on 

its ACE Coaster Classic wooden 
Kiddy Coaster, which is normally 
restricted to children. Well either 
“they” never bothered to actually 
ask park officials or perhaps 
the park officials just never met 
Gary Baker. Regardless, thanks 
to Gary, ACE’s 2001 Preservation 
Conference included Playland, 
complete with ERT on Kiddy 
Coaster that was accessible to all. 
More importantly, it paved the way 
for a close relationship between 
ACE and Playland that continues 
to this day.
     Also thanks to his role as ACE’s 
national events director, more ACE 
members were able to appreciate 
the hard work and dedication that 
went into planning the events. 

Members were quick to sense his authenticity, lack of ego 
and the fact that he enjoyed arranging events for others and 
not himself. It was little surprise when, in 2002, Tom Rebbie 
of Philadelphia Toboggan Coasters presented Gary with the 
company’s prestigious Manufacturer’s Award, best known as 
“The Spirit of ACE” during ACE’s 2002 convention in Southern 
California. 
     Gary had three jobs. He worked at both Vargo Awards & 
Engraved Gifts and at TJ Maxx on a regular basis. His favorite 
job though, was a seasonal one—as a Team Member working 
on the rides at Kennywood. What started in the mid 1990s as 
just helping the park out during the final few weeks of each 
season when regular Team Members went away to school, 

continued on page 4

by Bill Linkenheimer III 
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     Hello and welcome to The Fun Times Winter 2010 edition. 
Since this particular issue is dedicated to remembering 
Gary Baker, I will share my memories of Gary in this forum. 
When Kennywood began construction of the original Steel 
Phantom, it began to pique my interest in roller coasters 
again. My father, Ed Adler had heard stories that a coaster 
enthusiast club was going to have their annual convention 
at Kennywood the summer of Steel Phantom’s public debut. 
I contacted Kennywood to find out about this club and was 
put through to Mary Lou Rosemeyer. Mary Lou stated the 
story was true and that the best person to contact would be 
Gary Baker. She provided me with his phone number to get 
information about ACE. I went out to TJ Maxx in Monroeville 
where Gary was working at the time, met with him and he 
provided me with a membership application. He advised me  
that since the memberships were set for once a year renewal, 
that it might be best to wait until after the renewal time to join. 
We did wait the recommended time and as you can see, the 
rest is history.  Because of Gary’s enthusiasm for ACE and 
its members, our decision to join was one the best things we 
have done.  I know I speak for my father as well in saying, 
Goodbye Gary, we will miss you!  See you in the queues.
.                                                                                        ~Matt

 ACE Western Pennsylvania extends a warm welcome 
to its newest members.

Ron Ferri..........................................................
Cherie & Ty Fluharty........................................
Dale Johnston..................................................
Mitchell Kucharik.............................................
Adam Napotnik................................................
Philip Peavy III..................................................
Mary Lou Rosemeyer.......................................
Christine Sepcic...............................................
A W Stevenson.................................................
Brian, Marc & Joanne Vukotich......................

Plum
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Wexford
Gibsonia
Parker
Pittsburgh
Gibsonia
Pittsburgh
Cecil

The Queue Line

Nominations sought for 
The Golden Kenny

     Nominations are now being accepted for the recipient of 
The Golden Kenny, an annual award presented to celebrate 
the ENTHUSIASM of an ACE member within ACE Western 
Pennsylvania. If you know of someone deserving of this 
award, please write a summary explaining why, and forward 
it to Jeff Filicko at Kennywood either via email at JFilicko@
Kennywood.com or by conventional mail at Attn: Jeff Filicko, 
Kennywood, 4800 Kennywood Blvd, West Mifflin, PA 15122. 
The 2010 award will be presented at CoasterBash! XXI on 
March 6, 2010.

     Gary Baker is survived by his mother, sister, and three 
nephews. Gary’s family was warmly overwhelmed to learn of 
his family within ACE.  His sister wrote the following to share 
with ACE members:

     I just want all of you to know how much your support in 
the passing of my brother Gary has meant to my mother, my 
children and myself. We always knew that Gary was involved in 
ACE but not to the extent that he was. He had a second family 
that is larger then I could ever comprehend. It was comforting 
to hear the stories that many of you shared with us. I know 
for me, knowing how much he was loved by all of you helped 
me get through (the week of the funeral).
     Not everyone in this world can leave it saying they made 
a positive difference in the lives of others. I am very proud to 
call Gary my brother and I will miss him dearly. Even though 
we didn’t talk much or get to see each other very often I always 
enjoyed my time with him. It is a shame that our daily lives kept 
us busy because we had more in common than not.

~Janice Booth - Sydney, Ohio

Despite the rain, Gary enjoyed a day with his sister and her family 
at Kennywood in July 2009. He is show here with his brother-in-
law and three nephews onboard the Old Kennywood Railroad

Gary’s mother, Elva Towzey, wishes to thank ACE members 
for their support and kindness shown to her and her family. 
She also wishes to acknowledge Brenton Asti for his enduring 
assistance in clearing out Gary’s apartment in addition to the 
help of Ken Riling.

Contacting Gary’s Family:

Elva Towzey
4165 Ivanhoe Dr  Apt #207

Monroeville, PA 15146

Janice Booth
1681 Wildwood Ct
Sidney, OH 45365

jbooth@woh.rr.com

A Letter to Gary’s ACE Family

photo by Janice Booth
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Rep Rap
by Dave Altman

     Some of you may have noticed in the latest issue of ACE News or on ACE’s Web site, that ACE is now offering trial 
memberships (the “ACE Test Ride”). Since I had proposed this new member recruitment program to the Executive Committee, 
Bill Linkenheimer III asked me to write about it for The Fun Times.
      I have always thought that ACE’s biggest deterrent to attracting new members was the sticker shock associated with the 
annual membership dues. I think that most potential members are apprehensive about spending $60 or more to determine if 
they liked the club.  Many ACE members that I spoke to indicated that they had friends, co-workers and relatives that were 
interested in joining ACE but balked at the cost of the annual dues. 
     However, if ACE offered a lower cost trial membership, and the new member could see the quality of ACE’s publications 
and possibly attend an event, they would realize the value in being an ACE member and would renew (at the normal dues 
rate) at the end of the six month period.
     Like most good ideas, this concept was stolen!  I have been a member of the National Model Railroad Association (NMRA) 
since 1975, before ACE even existed.  My indoor hobby is model railroading and I joined the NMRA to be able to attend their 
conventions.
      ACE and NMRA are similar nonprofit hobby-oriented organizations with similar problems: aging membership, increasing 
costs and more competition for disposable income.  NMRA had approximately 25,000 members when increased costs lead 
to a dues increase and a corresponding decline in membership. The same costs spread over fewer members lead to further 
dues increases and present membership dropped to about 20,000. 
     They realized that the solution to this downward spiral was to spread the costs over an expanded membership base 
which lead to their “Rail Pass” program which offers a six month trial membership for only $9.95 as opposed to their current 
individual annual dues of $58.  The “Rail Pass” program has been in place for over six years at the same price.
     When I first suggested to the EC that ACE consider implementing a similar trial membership program I was asked to 
contact the NMRA and obtain the statistics on the success of the “Rail Pass” program.  At the 2007 NMRA convention, I spoke 
with both the president and membership director who stated that they attract between 1,200 and 1,600 new trial members 
annually and that the retention (renewal) rate was approximately 33%.
     I also researched other coaster and amusement park related club’s annual individual dues, which ranged from a low 
of $15 (email newsletter only) to $62 for a European-based club with similar publications as ACE.  Seven of the ten clubs 
surveyed had dues of $20 or less (some people join the cheapest club only to get a membership card that allows them to 
attend CoasterMania).  Based on this study, the price point of $19.95 was chosen.
     The cost to ACE to print the additional publications and administer the trial membership is covered by their dues (and 
even if it wasn’t, it represents an investment with a potential return of increased ACE membership). The “ACE Test Ride” is 
only available once and has some additional limitations as compared to the regular annual individual membership.  
     ACE inaugurated the “ACE Test Ride” program at the IAAPA Trade Show in Las Vegas in November 2009 after some last 
minute heroics by Brian Peters to finalize the new application form.  Of the 65 brochures that we distributed at IAAPA, seven 
applications for new trial memberships were returned to ACE’s headquarters before Christmas 2009.
     If you know of anyone who has been undecided about joining ACE, please inform them of the new trial membership 
program and encourage them to take a “Test Ride.”  In addition, at less than $20, it makes an affordable gift for nonmember 
friends and relatives.

It’s all in the numbers for Ron Gaston, who recently bowled his third league sanctioned 300 game and while in Las Vegas 
to attend the IAAPA Trade Show, rode his 600th coaster, which happened to be Speed--the Ride at Nascar Cafe; with 
numerology like that, we’re thinking he should have gambled there too . . .congratulations to Brian Peters, who recently 
started a new job with EDMC, where fellow ACEer Lisa Corbly is also employed . . . Harry Sykes has also started a new 
job that is expected to last at least nine months . . . condolences to Betty Tolbert, the backbone of the Conneaut Lake 
Park volunteer efforts, whose husband passed away in December . . . condolences to Steve Smith, whose mother, who 
had been ill, passed away in October...congratulations to Jason Eyer, who recently completed his first half-marathon with 
a time of one hour and 15 minutes . . . Maggie Altman has gotten a new ride, a 2010 Fusion Sport - apparently Motor 
Trend magazine approves of her selection awarding the Ford Fusion as their 2010 Car of the Year . . . get well wishes 
are extended to Bill Linkenheimer Jr. who continues to recover from successful back surgery in late December that kept 
him laid up for several weeks . . . congratulations to John Gasper who is celebrating his 50th birthday! . . . 
Have some Chatter for us? Did you or an ACE member you know retire, get a promotion, lose a pet, hit the lottery, take the trip of a lifetime, appear on 
television, or get arrested for running across the field during a Steelers game? SHARE IT WITH US! Email us at Chatter@ACEWesternPA.org or send 
us a note via conventional mail to the editorial address.
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became a passion for Gary. It may have created a  seven-
day workweek for him, but he wouldn’t have had it any other 
way—he enjoyed working at Kennywood that much.
     As a Kennywood Team Member, Gary made it his mission 
to make sure that guests had a great time. He was trained to 
operate most of the park’s rides but had a special fondness 
for a couple of rides that ACE members will always associate 
with him. At Racer, he was known 
to preside over the platform in the 
towering control booth, conducting 
Kennywood trivia contests. Gary 
and I enjoyed 15 minutes of fame as 
we were filmed racing against one 
another on the coaster and included 
in an early Discovery Channel 
show about thrill rides. At Noah’s 
Ark, ACE members and other park 
guests alike always enjoyed when 
Gary led guests into the Ark via the 
“elevator.” Countless coaster and 
dark ride enthusiasts were treated 
to behind-the-scenes tours of the 
Ark when Gary spotted them. During 
Phantom Fright Nights, Gary was 
often in costume and under layers of artistic makeup as the 
greeter at the “Haunted Ark.”
     Noah’s Ark was also the location of Gary’s surprise 50th 
birthday party in 1999. Mary Lou Rosemeyer duped Gary 
into believing that he was taking an out-of-town reporter on 
a historic tour of the Ark. Gary had even studied up for the 
occasion. After leading the faux reporter and photographer 
slowly through nearly the entire walk-through, only upon 
finding several dozen of his friends cooped up in the hot 
and stuffy second-to-last room, did Gary realize that it was 
a hoax. A more traditional party at the now defunct Carousel 
restaurant, next to the park, followed, after Gary was told that 
he was relieved of his Kennywood duties for the day.
     If his passion for ACE and Kennywood weren’t enough, 

in the 1990s Gary was also among the most passionate to 
have Leap-the-Dips at Lakemont Park in Altoona restored 
to operating condition. Gary’s grassroots fundraising skills 
were impressive. He conceived the idea for the Rideathon/
Marathon fundraiser that took place on the park’s Skyliner in 
1996 and was the driving force behind the autumn Ridefest 
event, which was begun as a fundraiser for Leap-the-Dips. 

One of my favorite memories on 
this subject is Gary standing in front 
of Leap-the-Dips during the park’s 
busy Keystone Country Festival, 
preaching the value of the coaster 
to anyone who would listen and 
hawking Slinky toys to everyone who 
passed by.
     Gary was the quintessential 
ambassador not only for ACE 
and Kennywood, but also for the 
entire amusement industry. Gary 
appreciated everything about the 
industry and had a great respect 
for all those involved—from ride 
operators to general managers. 

There’s little doubt that the appreciation was reciprocated, as 
evidenced by the ACE members, former members, Kennywood 
Team Members and other industry representatives that 
crowded the visitation at his funeral.
     At Kennywood, Gary promoted ACE to both park guests 
and his fellow Team Members. He was responsible for several 
joining and getting more involved in the organization. As 
he traveled throughout the world, the world heard about 
Kennywood and other lesser known parks, constantly 
educating enthusiasts and others about all of the great parks 
there are to experience—from Altoona to Orlando. The size of 
the park or the number of coasters in it made no difference—
Gary found something special in each one. The enthusiast 
community has lost a legend of its own. Gary Baker will be 
missed and remembered.                      

Remembering Gary Baker continued from page 1

More Memories of Gary   
   I will miss Gary.  He was a good person and a good friend.

~Dave Swank, former Kennywood Team Member and 
former Six Flags New England staff member

     Gary was a great, fun guy, not to mention one hell of an 
events director! His enthusiasm and wisdom will be missed.

~Scott Connor - ACE South Central assistant regional rep

    Gary was a very close friend. I felt at times, as if he was 
my second dad. I’ll never forget his interesting stories, facts, 
and knowledge relating to amusement parks, restaurants 
and western Pennsylvania to name a few. Our road trips to 
amusement parks will never be forgotten as well as working 
at Kennywood together. They’re memories that I will always 
cherish                                 

~Brenton Asti - ACE member and 
Kennywood Team Member

    Gary was one of the first people I met in ACE and we instantly 
became friends. Most of the time we hung out at ACE events 
all in the same group; but Gary and I did travel together one 
time to an ACE event in New England, driving all the way...a 
long time in a car with Gary. However, he kept the conversation 
lively, and we had a good time at the various stops along the 
way. On the return trip, we left a little later than we should have, 
which I wasn’t too thrilled about since I had to work the next 
day. I didn’t get home until about 4 a.m. and needless to say, 
I was extremely tired that day at work, but it was trip I won’t 
forget. There are so many fond memories of Gary, but I’ll never 
forget his “Bakerisms” (names or words that Gary habitually 
got wrong), “footgasms” (the sighs he would make when his 
feet hurt), “Fire Chief Baker” (when he doused a campfire as I 
stood next to it) and especially when Bill Linkenheimer would 
antagonize him; Gary always maintained such a good nature 
about it. As Gary would refer to him, “Bealll!” When Gary 
was around, there were always plenty of laughs—I’ll always 
be glad that Gary was a good friend and I’ll never forget him! 
                          ~Debbie Sykes - Florida ACE member 

(formerly of western Pennsylvania)

Gary and Bill at the 1996 Rideathon/Marathon 
on Skyliner at Lakemont Park

photo by Carl Panko
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    My relationship with Gary was special. He was like 
an uncle to me. I always thought of him as like a human 
teddy bear—he was always thinking of everyone else’s 
needs. He was a genuinely warm-hearted person 
who devoted himself to others not for distinction or 
recognition, but because he wanted the best for his friends.

~Nikki Blake- ACE Archives Committee member

      Like Mike Danshaw, Ray Ueberroth, Jack York, and others 
before him, Gary was the atypical ACE member who you 
couldn’t put in a category. There was something special 
about him. Gary was always friendly to everyone and always 
interested in what was happening in your life. He was a true 
people person, particularly around those that enjoyed his 
whimsical stories and park experiences.
   What I will miss was his interest in ACE, because 
he was so involved with the club and its events for so 
long. He certainly had a great memory of the stories 
behind each event and loved to talk about all the issues 
that typically came along with these complicated multi-
day park events. I always enjoyed Gary’s company.
   We have lost  qui te  a  few members over  the 
last 12 months—like coasters, some of the lights 
a r e  g o i n g  o u t .  G a r y  w a s  o n e  o f  t h o s e  s t a r s .

~Richard Munch - ACE co-founder and ACE past president

    Gary was truly a unique individual. He was very 
passionate about his interest in parks and coasters, 
especially Kennywood. He was always willing to lend 
an ear, offer his opinion and help anyone in any way 
possible. He was down to earth, making you always feel 
comfortable in his presence. He will be missed by many. 

~B. Derek Shaw - Eastcoaster Coordinator and
 ACE Central Pennsylvania assistant regional rep

    Gary and I shared a lot of good and even some bad times, but 
that’s what friends do. Besides his love of coasters, he was a 
Pittsburgh sports fan and enjoyed the “oldies” (1950s) music. 
I’ll always remember our phone conversations about the Pens 
and our “Doo-wop” date. Gary was tapping his feet!!! Miss you.      

 ~Maggie Altman ACE registration director and 
The Fun Times managing editor

     I had traveled with Gary on several occasions including to 
a number of Eastcoaster events. I was amazed at the number 
of “mom and pop” motels that he pointed out on the drive to 
and from Allentown. It seemed that he had stayed at every out 
of the way motel in his previous occupation as a buyer for a 
defunct Pennsylvania toy store chain. He also was an avid 
reader of newspapers and was a font of obscure information 
such as how billboards were now wrapped instead of being 
pasted. I think he was the inspiration for David Letterman’s 
“Federal Bureau of Miscellaneous Information.”

~Dave Altman - ACE vice president and 
ACE Western Pennsylvania assistant regional rep 

                  

   Gary was one of the first friends that I met through ACE 
back in the mid 1980s. His passion and love for Kennywood 
and amusement parks was evident even then. From the days 
of the first KennyKon that we helped to organize, Gary was 
always the gracious “host,” always making sure that everyone 
had a great time. This trait followed him to when he became 
the national events director for ACE. From trivia contests to 
scavenger hunts to locally flavored meals representing that 
region, he always was looking for something extra to entertain 
attendees. And he always made sure that the children who 
attended also received something special from those events, 
as he truly loved kids. He will be truly missed by all who 
knew him, and I was certainly privileged to have known him 
as a friend.

~Dave Hahner - ACE historian and 
ACE Western Pennsylvania assistant regional rep

     Gary’s knowledge of western Pennsylvania history went 
beyond its parks and coasters. Our shared interest led to a 
growing list of non-park attractions to visit, and we were 
gradually working our way through it. No need for a guidebook 
when you were with Gary!

~Lee Ann Draud - ACE Archives Committee member

Part of The Fun Times editorial staff during the
 inaugural Six Flags Ohio media day. 

(Dave Altman, Maggie Altman and Gary Baker)

Photographer unknown

 Gary Baker and Matt Adler on Racer platform, 
Carl Panko  and Dave Swank in control booth (1996)

Carl Panko collection 
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A Phantom Fright Night to Have Fun 
and Remember Gary . . . 

by Lee Ann Draud     
     Ordinarily, ACE Western Pennsylvania’s Phantom Fright 
Night begins with a fast walk through the Kennywood tunnel, 
lit a ghastly yellow-green for the occasion and full of fog and 
creepy creatures, including, possibly, the dreaded Chainsaw 
Man. The 2009 Phantom Fright Night, on October 23, began 
somewhat differently because of the untimely death of 
assistant regional rep Gary Baker. Attendees were admitted 
to the park early, before darkness and the fog machines and 
monsters had worked their magic, so they could attend a brief 
memorial gathering for Gary at Racer and Noah’s Ark, two of 
Gary’s favorite rides at Kennywood.
     Gary’s mother, sister and nephew joined around 40 ACEers 
along with Kennywood officials and team members on Racer’s 
platform, where anyone who wished could share “Gary 
stories” and memories. It was odd and sad not to see Gary 
himself in the ride operator’s booth and to hear him conduct 
a trivia contest or a lesson on the history of Kennywood rides. 
Attendees were given the first ride of the evening on Racer, 
and, as usual, whooped and slapped hands as the trains 
maneuvered around the curves of the John Miller single-track 
racing coaster.
     Noah’s Ark, another of Gary’s favorite rides, was the second 
stop of the evening. ACEer and Kennywood team member Tim 
Michalak led everyone who dared on the first trip through the 
Haunted Ark. By this time, darkness had fallen on Kennywood, 
the park had officially opened, and the Phantom and his 
minions were on patrol. ACEers were then free to follow the 
ITOT schedule or wander through Kennywood on their own 
and experience the unique terrors of Phantom Fright Night.
     The ITOT schedule was a good mix of haunts and rides. In 
addition to its narrow, fog-filled hallways filled with banging 
sounds and creepy zombies, the always popular Mortem 
Manor had a new “room” for 2009: a “closet” full of clothes 
and ghouls that appeared if you pushed aside the wrong shirt! 
On to Voodoo Bayou, which occupies the twists and turns of 
the Raging Rapids ride, but with zombies, witch doctors and 
other evidence of depravity as substitutes for the rafts and 
water. Eeeuuuwww! ACEers who survived these two haunts 
pushed on to Dark Shadows, where they were blinded by 
strobe lights, overwhelmed as they squeezed past a room full 
of large inflated “pillows,” and intimidated by the omnipresent 
sound of a beating heart. Was it time to leave yet?
     Nope. Time to take a food break and ride some rides! 
ACEers met at the interactive dark ride, Ghostwood Estate, 
where they could take some revenge on ghostly creatures 
like the ones that had stalked them through Kennywood. Two 
much-anticipated ITOTS were on Thunderbolt and Phantom’s 
Revenge. Thunderbolt’s trains flew over the rain-slicked 
tracks, and its twinkling orange tracer lights were reminders 
that this was not an ordinary night at the park. The hollow 
metal clanking of the Phantom’s Revenge trains as they slowly 
climb the lift hill and the whoosh of that 228-foot drop into the 
foggy ravine just never get old.
     Popular rides not on the ITOT list were the other Kennywood 
coasters: the indoor spinning mouse The Exterminator and the 
1921 John Miller Jack Rabbit, with its awesome double dip. 

Other haunts to visit were Villa of the Vampires and Captain 
Skully’s Curse in 3D.
     The evening ended with ITOTs at the Haunted Ark and 
the Kennyville Cemetery, which was guarded by ACEer Vic 
Kleman, who warned all those who waited of the terrors 
within. Some who were foolish enough to ignore his warnings 
discovered the hard way that it is unwise to stare at things 
that appear to be “dead,” because they may just come to life 
before your very eyes!
     Although this Fright Night was another fun evening with 
friends, the memorial gathering at the beginning with Gary 
Baker’s relatives was a reminder that we have lost one of our 
dearest friends. Gary will always be associated with Fright 
Nights and ACE events at Kennywood, and his generous spirit 
and love of fun will always be with us.         

Ridefest 2009
by Mary Ann Jaram

     It was a cool crisp sunny autumn day as 109 coaster enthusiasts 
descended on Lakemont Park in Altoona for Ridefest 2009.  This 
was the first ACE event for one member and several attendees 
were first time visitors to Lakemont Park.
      Many attendees started their day with a round of miniature 
golf, which was free all day.  Skyliner and Leap-the-Dips were the 
first rides scheduled to open.  Skyliner initially had a problem 
with the skid brakes in the station, but it was running again after 
lunch. The Tin Lizzy antique cars and train were opened next. 
The train had some problems getting started, but before long it 
too was running. 
     Lakemont Park general manager Barry Kumpf joined us for 
lunch at the Casino.  The park generously donated enough door 
prizes so that everyone in attendance could receive a prize. 
Although not planned, Barry also graciously opened up the gift 
shop after lunch with everything at half price.
     Toboggan and Bumper Cars were opened after lunch. There 
were also the traditional Ridefest photo opportunities inside the 
Leap-the-Dips and Skyliner structures. The Arcade was also open 
all day with two-for-one redemption tickets.
     Ridefest is always a great event and it is unique in that the 
attendees have the park all to themselves for the whole day.  
Anyone who has never attended Ridefest should really consider 
attending in the future.
     As always we wish to thank Barry and the Lakemont Park 
staff for their continued hospitality and the abundance of door 
prizes.  The Casino’s staff is also to be applauded for another 
delicious lunch.

Kennywood’s coaster 
now has a name!

Logo courtesy of Kennywood
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My Day as a Kennywood Intern
By Rick Davis

     During last year’s CoasterBash!, I purchased (probably 
too many) tickets for the Chinese auction (or the “tricky tray” 
auction as my more politically correct New Jersey friends call 
it) and was fortunate to win the internship day at Kennywood. 
The winter seemed to drag on endlessly, day after day, until 
Kennywood’s opening day finally arrived. While I was looking 
forward to the park, I was also looking forward to talking to 
Jeff Filicko about interning.  Picking a suitable date was the 
only issue, which wasn’t a major obstacle.
     The last Saturday in June worked out for not only Jeff and 
I, but also for Pam and Brian Kanai who would “document” 
the day on video and in photos.  Since Pam decided months 
before that she wanted to videotape me as I went through my 
day as a Kennywood “intern,” it got me thinking about the 
video, and of course, CoasterBash! I had an idea for the video 
and posed it to Jeff and Pam who whole-heartedly agreed.
(Note: the world premiere of this video will be presented at 
CoasterBash XXI in March).
     After a hearty breakfast and a stop for donuts and Starbucks 
coffee, Pam, Brian and I were off to Kennywood for the day. 
I know more than a few people were surprised to see me 
wearing a button down shirt and tie instead of my trademark 
DAFE T-Shirt, but I had some sucking-up to do!
   In typical TV/movie style, we taped some scenes out of 
sequence, beginning with me “reporting to work” with Mr. 
Filicko and presenting him with a dozen donuts and a hot 
Starbucks coffee. With the first scene out of the way, we 
caught up on what was new at the park and I made the rounds 
of the office offering donuts.
     As Jeff was doing his real work, Pam and I set off to tape 
a few scenes. As an intro to the piece, we went outside to 
tape what will probably be the first scene in the video--me 
arriving at Kennywood for an exciting day. Playing up what 
most people think amusement park people do for a living, I 
rambled on about how much fun the day would be since they 
don’t do anything all day except walk around talking to people 
and riding the rides.
     As Jeff continued working, Pam and I set up a few scenes of 
me taking out the trash, washing windows, resupplying toilet 
paper, moving boxes and sweeping the floor. It wasn’t all fun 
and games, I DID actually do some real work like proofreading 
a press release and, later, Pam, Brian and I went through a 
huge stack of media kits, removing all the pages referring to 
pricing (the previous day the prices went up by a dollar).
  Once Jeff accomplished what he needed to do for the 
morning, we made the rounds of the park, as he normally 
does. As we rounded the bend near Thunderbolt, we met up 
with Marie Ruby, who I would work with later in the day. 
    Soon it was lunch time and Jeff escorted us to The 
Clubhouse (the employees’ cafeteria). We learned that it was 
“create your own sandwich” day, which apparently is a BIG 
deal at the park judging by the number of employees relaying 
the news! For Pam and I, who had never worked at Kennywood 
(Brian is an alumnus,) it really was an honor to be invited into 
the inner sanctum. 
   With our tummies full we returned to Jeff’s office for my 
next assignment. Jeff sent me to Andy Quinn who led us off to 

check on one of his company picnics. Andy also clued us in 
on a few secrets he uses in dealing with his picnics-- secrets 
we promise we will never reveal! 
   For those of you that know Andy, I don’t need to tell you 
that he is full of…facts about the park. Information flowed like 
a fire hose as we walked to the next very large picnic being 
held in the park that day. Unfortunately our brief time with 
him was over so we returned to the office.
   Jeff next assigned me to work with Marie Ruby. Marie asked 
what I would like to do and I replied that I didn’t want to 
interrupt her normal routine; she does have a job to do after 
all. At the time, Pittsburg Plunge had a minor problem so we 
headed in that direction. By the time we arrived, the minor 
issue was resolved, so we moved on.  
   Our next stop was Ghostwood Estate and a chance to have 
some fun and learn a bit about the dark ride. Marie introduced 
me to the ride operator and I was given a thorough explanation 
of the controls at the operator’s position. As long as nothing 
went wrong, I basically had to concentrate on watching for 
the “thumbs up” and the unload area. The modern automated 
ride system was almost too easy. Push one button to dispatch 
the car and another to “bump” the unloaded car into position. 
After Pam and Brian got their respective shots, I thanked 
everyone and returned the controls to the ride operator.
   Marie then escorted us into an area the public never sees-
the video room.  Again, the operator was very informative as 
he explained his equipment and what that job entails. As we 
were watching the monitor, my cell phone rang. It was DAFE’s 
event coordinator, Al Stromer. After I hung up, Marie informed 
me that there is a rule against having a cell phone on in an 
operations area. Oops! But I am soon forgiven and we head 
off to Garfield’s Nightmare. 
   As usual, Garfield had a pretty busy queue line as we 
arrived at the operator’s station. Again, the ride op was very 
helpful as he explained the controls and the operation of the 
ride. With five levers controlling the five crowd brakes in the 
trough, this was much more fun and much more confusing! 
Not knowing exactly where the brakes were and not wanting 
to bump the boats with guests aboard, I concentrated hard 
on working them and did a pretty good job of stopping them 
and bringing them forward…then I remembered that you have 
to actually send boats INTO the ride too! Oops! After a few 
minutes I could see that with experience you would develop 
a rhythm and that it would probably be more fun to operate 
than Ghostwood Estate. With the photos and video taken and 
not wanting to slow down the queue line, it was time to head 
back to the office for the end of the day. 
   We realized that we had never taped Jeff giving me my 
assignments so we filmed two scenes. Putting on his best 
serious look for the final scene, Jeff thanked me for coming 
to Kennywood, noting that I did everything asked of me, but 
ultimately I had violated the rules by having a cell phone in 
an operations area.
   It was fun spending the day with Pam, Brian, Jeff, Andy and 
Marie--people that I’ve known for years. Thanks to everyone 
at Kennywood and the ACE Western Pennsylvania for the 
chance to intern for the day.
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Regional Events Calendar
CoasterBash! XXI

Salvatore’s
South Hills, Pittsburgh, PA

Saturday, March 6, 2010

Allegheny Mountain Madness
Lakemont Park

DelGrosso’s Amusement Park
Altoona/Tipton, PA

Saturday, June 19, 2010

Coaster Con XXXIII
Kennywood/Sandcastle

Idlewild & Soak Zone
Conneaut Lake Park

Waldameer Park
Western Pennsylvania
June 20-25, 2010


